Kudos to Amanda Cairo for working extra-hours in promoting the ITS-sponsored Sustainable Aviation Symposium.

It's a user error! :-) Thank you Calvin!

Kudos to Calvin Burnes who is always so kind and gracious in helping with IT needs.

Software doing!

acairo@berkeley.edu

If you would like to share a 20001.

pm to 8:30 pm at Cuba Libre Restaurant and Rum Bar, Cuba Libre Restaurant and Rum Bar

January 12, 2020 -

Traffic City Lab.

Traffic Future

Director of Institute of Transportation Studies Alexandre Bayen

faculty, alumni, friends and students! I look forward to hope you all take the time to stop by and say hello to our many interesting sessions being presented at the TRB, I know about the ITS Berkeley reception at

Looking further ahead, for those of you who are going to semester projects and presentations, and grading.

approach, I wish everyone good luck on their finals, end of final stretch of the semester, which

As events begin to wind down for the semester and finals

... and Betty's informative lecture, it is always an honor to

and public service. Beyond hosting the lecture in Berkeley

lecture, Betty also received the 2019 ACSP Distinguished for the lecture, which was founded by former students of

Martin Wachs Lecture, "Urban Design Elizabeth "Betty" Deakin present the Martin Wachs Lecture, Professor Emerita of City and Regional Planning and

I would also like to thank everyone who came out to see Professor Emily O. L. and Regional Planning, our

(left) Co-Director Susan Shaheen talks about

Transportation Sustainability Research Center, talks about

Elliot Martin, a research and development

companies step in

talks about

Doctoral students Mustapha Harb and Marcel

talk about

Moran talk about

Where parents feel like chauffeurs,

...Transportation. Representatives from ITS, Department of

Better Integration of Land Use, Housing, and

Automated and Connected Vehicles

Management and Data; Emerging Safety Issues in

Transportation; Automated and Connected Vehicles

Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting January

...will help fund diverse and interesting work, and I look

events we had in November. I am excited to announce

RSVP. I look forward to seeing you there!

But before we celebrate, I'd like to recap some exciting
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